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Introduction

Graphical analysis refers to the transformation of multiple time measurements of plasma and

tissue uptake data into a linear plot, the slope of which is related to the number of available tracer

binding sites. This type of analysis allows easy comparisons among experiments. No particular

model structure is assumed, however it is assumed that the tracer is given by bo}us injeetion and

that both tissue uptake’ and the plasma concentration of unchanged tracer are monitored

following tracer injection. The requirement of plasma measurements can be eliminated in some

cases when a reference region is available. There are two categories of graphical methods which

apply to two general types of ligands – those which bind reversibl y during the scanning

procedure [1] and those which are irreversible or trapped during the time of the scanning

procedure [2, 34, 5].

GraphieaI analysis of reversible Iigands

For reversible systems the form of the graphical analysis equation can be derived from a

general set of compartmental equations [2]

de
—= m+ E,cp(t)
dt

(1)

Where ~ is the column vector of concentrations (radioactivities) for each compartment at time t,

~ is the matrix of transfer constants between compartments, and ~1 is the vector describing

transfer from plasma to tissue (generally there is only nonzero component, Kl), C’pis the plasma

concentration of the unchanged tracer. Using ROl(t) = U.T~ +Vp = ~ Ci(t) +Vp Cp, that is,
i

ROI is the sum of radioactivities from all compartments in a given region of interest (ROI) plus a

con&bution from the regional blood volume Vp, (Un is a column vector of 1‘s), Eq(l) can be

rearranged into a linear form (when the second term on the righthand side of Eq(2) is constant).

The individual points are defined by the scanning times t

jROZ(t’)dt’ ~Cp(t’)dt
o = (-unTk -’i, +Vp) 0

+ unT~ -15
ROI(t)

(2)
ROl(t) Unre+vpcp
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A plot of ~ ROl(t ‘)dt’/ ROl(t) vs ~ Cp(~‘)d~’/ROI(t) for times t is linear after some time t*.The
o 0

term – UnTfi ‘1I?l is the total tissue distribution volume (DV) which for the 2 tissue

compartment model

~:~1$~

is given by

k3
Dv=:(l+-.-).

The parameter k3 is related to the number of (unoccupied) tracer binding sites, and k4. is the

tracer- binding site dissociation constant . For a 1 compartment model the DV is KI / kz, the

ratio of transport constants. Effects of blood flow, capillary permeability and plasma protein

binding are implicitly included in K1 and k2although their ratio is not a function of blood flow.

Nonspecific binding is also included in k2.

The condition for linearity of Eq(2) is that the intercept (the second term on the righthand

side) is constant. For some time t > t‘ ~ + – ~-li?lCp [2], that is the compartment

concentrations follow the plasma concentration. This is the steady state condition. In this case

~nT~-1~

the intercept, , becomes constant –
~nT~ -2f1

In many cases the
unTE +Vpcp –unTk -’ii +Vp “

intercept becomes constant even before C + –i? ‘lfilCp, so that the graphical method can be

applied before the steady state condition becomes valid, that is for some time t* c t‘. Consider

the example (simulated data) in Fig 1. Regions of interest (ROI’S) with DV’S of 45 (TH) and 12

(CB) are illustrated. Fig lb illustrates the ratio of uptake for these two ROI’S (TH/CB). The

increasing ratio indicates that the steady state condition has not been reached at least not for the

higher DV region. However, the graphical analysis (Fig lc) is linear and gives the correct DV

for both ROI’S. To understand why this occurs, consider the intercept for the 2 tissue

compartment model which is given by (neglecting the contribution from Vp)
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[1–~1+: +
c, (t)

k~ kd(CI +C2(~))
c,(t) ~ 1

where Tab]elgives thetime dependenceof C#(CI+CZ) and
cl(t)+C2(1) l+k4/k3”

(CI+C#Cp. The latter varies by more than 40% for times from 35min to 115 min while the

former varies only by about 5?70 and is effectively constant at 35 to 40 min. Thus the steady

state condition is not a requirement for the graphical method to be valid.

The intercepts from the graphical analysis for 1 and 2 compartment models are – 1/ kz and

- [(1/kzXl+ k, /kd)+ l/[k4(l + kd /k, )] respectively. Estimates of Kl can be made by taking the

ratio – s@e/.hWcenf This will be valid for the 2 compartment model when the second term

in the intercept is small compared to the first.

Figure 2 illustrates simulated data with the same DV but with very different kinetics. For the

upper curve (Fig 2a), the main contribution to the DV is from the ratio of transport constants

A= KI/k2 while for the lower curve the main contribution is from the ratio of binding

constants. The graphical analysis is illustrated in Fig 2b Both achieve linearity but with very

different times t* which will affect the length of scanning time required to obtain an accurate

estimate of the DV.

The distribution volume, which is related to the number of tracer binding sites, has been,

found to be estimated with much higher accuracy than individual model parameters [6].

Furthermore comparisons between DV’S obtained from a nonlinear least squares (NLLSQ) fit to
.

a particular model and the DV’S determined graphically have been found to be in good ‘

agreement, for example data from [1lC]raclopride PET studies in humans using region of interest

(ROI) [7]. Koeppe et al compared the graphical analysis to compartmental analysis for (+)-cY-

[llC]-dihydrotetrabenazine (DTBZ) which binds to the vesicular monoamine transporter, finding,

agreement within 5% for ROI data [8]. They also found that images constm~ted using the

graphical method and the weighted integral method were essentially equivalent.

The total distribution volume contains within it effects of plasma protein binding (Kl)

nonspecific binding[7]. The kinetic constants for nonspecific binding are assumed to be

sufficiently rapid that it is always in a steady state [9] and is implicitly included in model

and

parameters. By taking the ratio of the DV from a ROI with a significant number of binding sites

to that of a reference region (devoid of binding sites) we have the distribution volume ratio
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(DVR) given by

if the ratio of transport constants (K#k2) is the same in both regions. In this case the dependence

upon plasma protein binding is removed. The DVR is expressed in terms of the ratio of binding

constants (k.fi4) which is related to the binding potential [9]. We have found reproducibility on

testhetest is improved when the DVR is used for comparison rather than the DV [10]. It maybe

that the effects of plasma protein binding are more variable than that of nonspecific binding and

this contributes to improved reproducibility. Also the ratio would tend to cancel errors in the

metabolize cc~rs:ti=::: J the plasma input function between experiments.

Distribution Volume Ratios Using a Reference Region (without blood sampling)

The DVR can be calculated directly with the graphical method by using data from a reference

region (REF(t)) with an average tissue to plasma efflux constant, 12 (to approximate the plasma

integral) in Eq (2), 11]

iREF(t)dt ?Cp(t)dt
J
o =7)- –~ where

/
~ = K;EF

REF(T) REF(T) kfEF
k;EF

rearranging gives

Substituting for ~ C’pdt in Eq(2) gives
o

[

]MUM Dv jRW)dt+REF(T,REF
o —0

ROI(t) ‘k ROI(T)

L

+ int

Replacing k2REFwith ~Z, int becomes int + 6 where 6 is the error term given by

1 ~REF(T)
8 = DVR(~-~ DVR=DV/k

k;EF kz ROl(T) “
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The analysis equation using the reference region in place of the plasma integra) is

.

‘Roz(t)=yr(t~ROI(z)dt

(3)

[1when DVR REF(T)
is small andor reasonably constant the term containing ~}EF in

kz ROZ(T)

Eq(3) can be neglected. Fig. 3 illustrates use of a reference region for [1lC] raclopride ( ~, = .16).

The upper curve is from an ROI in the basal ganglia which contains specific binding sites. The

lower curve is from the cerebellum which does not contain specific binding sites. There is

essentially no difference between the DVR calculated with ~z =.16 and with ~z = co

(DVR=3.53). Comparing the reference DVR to that calculated from parameters determined from

a NLLSQ method (Table 2) we find the DVR greater for the NLLSQ method due to the fact that

the reference region has a lower DV than that found by the graphical method. This is because

for this subject the 1 compartment model for the reference region (CB) underestimates the DV

For a tracer one particular model structure does not necessarily fit all data sets from a given ROI

equally well.

Another example of the DVR calculated from a reference region is taken from a study with

the dopamine transporter tracer [1lC]-d-threo-methylphenidate [12] (Fig 4) which has a smaller

value of k2 than raclopride. The DVR for methylphenidate is much more sensitive to the value

use&for ~’~F. From Table 3 with ~Z= 00 the DVR is 159i0less than that calculated by using

blood data, using the average value of k2, the DVR is only 5% less. For comparison the

graphical and NLLSQ methods using the plasma input function give equivalent results but

somewhat higher than the reference method.

Ichise has proposed an alternative to Eq(3) which is a multilineal regression [13]. This

method appears to provide the same results as Eq(3)”with X2=co [14]

Graphical Analysis of Irreversible Ligands

Irreversibly binding ligands are essentially trapped for the time course of the scanning

procedure. In terms of the 2 compartmentmodel pictured above b=O so that tracer in Cz is

trapped. Patlak et al [2] has shown that the rate constant (Ki) for the transfer of tracer from
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plasma to the irreversible compartment can be calculated from the equation

T

j’ odCpl 1
ROI(T) =Ki _ ,

cp(T,)
+(Ve+V’

q“)

which is linear for the times T>t’ when Ve, the distribution volume of the reversible part (the

ratio of the sum of the reversible compartments to the plasma ~ ‘E” Ci / Cp ) is constant. An
i

ROI from a study with [1 lC]L deprenyl-D2 is illustrated in Fig 5a and the irreversible graphical

analysis in Fig5b. L deprenyl is a suicide inhibitor of the enzyme monoamine oxidase B (MAO

B)[lS]. We will use this to illustrate some of the difficulties involved in analyzing data from

irreversml y innuing ligands. The process of enzyme inactivation is a multistep process: drug

passes into tissue, forms a complex with the enzyme from which an intermediate is produced

ending in a labeled (inactivated) covalently modified enzyme. We cannot separately identify all

the individual rate constants involved since we have only the total tissue radioactivity so we cast

this in terms of the 2 compartment model (Fig 6) where k3now represents a composite of several

steps in the inactivation process. This is generally true of PET models, that is that the processes

are more complex than the models we can use. In terms of the 2 compartment irreversible

model, the influx constant Ki can be expressed as

(4)

where k3 is the model parameter associated with the enzyme concentration. We have expressed

Ki in termsof 2 parameters, K1 which represents the transport of ligand from plasma to tissue

and the combination parameter Ak3 which also contains the ratio of transport constants

(A= K1/ kz ). Although K1 and k2are functions of blood flow, X is not. From Eq(3) we can see

that Ki depends upon K1 (blood flow) as well as enzyme concentration ( contained in Ak3).

Therefore in order to extract a parameter independent of blood flow it is necessary to determine

K1. Ak3 can then be determined from Eq(3)

kkB =
K,Ki

K, – Ki

A second difficulty encountered in the analysis of data

(5)

from irreversible Iigands is evident in

Eq(5) and that is that K] must be sufficiently greater than Ki. that they can both be determined
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with some confidence. Otherwise, if K] - Ki, (which occurs when the trapping rate (k.?)is much

greater than K]) the ligand is said to be flow limited which means that only one parameter can be

determine, K1, and no information can be obtained about enzyme concentration. Figure 7

illustrates two uptake curves from [1lC]L-depren ylH2 and deuterium substituted [11C]L-

depren ylD2 in the same subject. The difference between K] and Ki is significant y greater for

the D2 compound than for the H2, 0.3 and 0.12 respective y. In other regions of interest with

higher MAO B concentration the H2 difference was found to be even smaller. The sensitivity of

H2 to differences in MAO B concentration is much less than for the D2 ligand. This leads to

greater variability in model parameters regardless of the method of estimation. The substitution

of deuterium for hydrogen at the reactive site increased the sensitivity by decreasing the rate of .,, . . . ... ....

trapping. This is an example of the kinetic isotope effect in which the increased mass of the

atom involved in the reaction slows the reaction rate [15].

The estimation of K1can be made by an iterative nonlinear method using the previously

determined Ki to eliminate one parameter

dCl
—= K,Cp(t) –(kz +k,)C, = K,Cp(t) –“~ cl
dt

dC*
— =I%3CI

dt

The number of parameters to be determined can be further reduced by assuming a value for A

and using Eq(5) for k3. This leaves only K1 to be determined which can be accomplished in

relatively few iterations using only the first part of the uptake curve which is more sensitive to

variations in K1. In the case of [1 lC]L-deprenyl, an average estimate of A could be made from

blocking studies [16], although an estimate could also be made from regions with lower

concentrations of enzyme (binding sites).

Another alternative is to use a linearized form of the equations (adapted from Blomqvist

[17])
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Rol(T) = Klfcp(t)d + (k, + /t,)Z(T)
o

Z(T) = KijJcp(f‘)d’dt - f Roz(t)dt
00 0

where Z(T) can be calculated separately once K is determined using the method of Patlak. K]

can then be calculated from a bilinear regression. Only the early time points were used to solve

for Ki (T< 15 rein). 2k3 calculated by the NLLSQ method (iteratively optimizing all 3 model

parameters) was found to be in good agreement with the value obtained using Ki and the

linearized equations above for ROI data from testhetest studies with L-deprenyl-D2[l 8]. It was

~lcfi f~tlm~ that there was less variability in ~k3 than in kj so that the combination parameter lik,,.. ....,~.~ ~.,

the DV is more reliably estimated than the individual model parameter.

Wong has used a graphical analysis for the estimation of model parameters for the dopamine

D2 Iigand [1lC]N-methylspiperone (NMSP) which appears to bind irreversibly over the period of

the experiment. In the case of NMSP there are reference regions such as the cerebellum without

specific binding [4, 5]. The anal ysis equation

V(T) =aO(T)+ ~(l–e+(r)”).

T
also uses the normalized time integral of plasma radioactivities (~ Cp(t)dt / C’(T) ) and the

o

tissue plasma ratio (V(T)). .From the reference region, A is determined (as ~ when .

V(T)=REF(T)/Cp(T)). The transition of V(T) vs @(T)to a linear phase at later times is

determined by T. The model parameters kz and k3 are determined from a, ~, and T. KI was

assumed to be the same for both reference region and the region of interest [4]. Wong also

introduced a ratio index which is the plot of radioactivity in a region of imeversible binding to

that in the reference region vs time as opposed to the normalized time [5]. This was found to be

linear in the case of NMSP.

Removing the bias in parameter estimates from linear methods

The linear form of the 1 tissue compartment model is (for scan times ti)

t; ti

C’ (ti) = K1\Cpdt –kz~C1(f)dt +{i (6)
o 0

9
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where the equation errors, &i, are not statistical] y independent since each succeeding one

depends upon the previous ones (at the earlier time points) [19]. This may result in biased

parameter estimates. In order to illustrate this problem, the 2 compartment model with

parameters given in Figure 8 (uptake illustrated by the solid line) was used to generate 500 data

sets with random noise (an example is shown in Fig 8 (0)). The formula used for noise

generation (Fig 8) was chosen so that a greater contribution of noise was included in the shorter

earlier scans which is what is typically observed. The true DV is 12, from Figure 9 the

distribution of DV’S determined using the graphical (Fig 9a) and nonlinear least squares methods

(Fig 9b) are shown. The average DV from the graphical was 11.8 and from the NLLSQ method

.- i.,.<~.05. Although this is actually a small difference, it does illustrate the trend that t! z -,.,, -.,,..

graphical method underestimates the DV in the presence of noise. Furthermore this

underestimate increases as the DV increases[20].

In order to overcome the bias problem in the solution of the 1 compartment model of Eq(6),

Feng [19] introduced a generalized least squares (GLS) method which removes the bias. The

GLS form of of Eq(6) is now

Cl(t, )- t2e-F2*’ @ Cl(tj) = Kle-~2~; @ C1(ti)–k2e ‘~~fi @ C’l(ti)

where @ denotes convolution.. This can be written in matrix form as

R=ZO

where er =[Kl, k2]. and

R=

G(tl)‘i2~Cl(t)e-i2(f1-f)~~
o . Z=l .

fW@2’m4‘/G(Oe-’2(fn-f)~t
-1 L

The solution is

i

(5)

The parameter ~z is an initial estimate which can be obtained from an analysis of the noisy data

either by solution of Eq(6) or by graphical analysis ( - l/intercept from the graphical analysis of

Eq(2) provides an estimate of an effective kz). The new value of kz is obtained from Eq(7). This

10



can be repeated for a few iterations.

If the data can be described adequately by a 1 tissue compartment model, then this method

provides an easy way to estimate the DV without the bias due to noise. It also offers a potential

solution for removing the noise in the graphical method. By applying the GLS method for 1

compartment to the data in two parts, that is determine one set of parameters for times Oto t] and

a second set of parameters for t]to the end, the simple GLS model of Eq(6) can be made to

describe data from more complex models in effect generating a smoothed data set. This is

illustrated in Fig 10 for the data of Fig 8. In this case 3 parameters were used to fit the first part

of the curve. The third parameter was a small constant value entering into Eq(6) as Be-;2f. The

... . :=- ? averaged value is recovered when the graphical analysis is applied to this “smoc’hs.?’~ k:.

(Fig 9b).

be useful

The GLS method has also been extended to multicompartment models which may also

in parameter estimation of noisy data [21].

Conclusions

Graphical methods provide a quick, visual way to obtain information about the kinetics of

tracer binding. In some cases these methods can be used without blood sampling if a suitable

reference region is available. They do not require a particular model structure. This is an

advantage since in practice one model may not fit all data from a particular ROI in a given, study

equally well. The problem with the linear type anal yses is that they can introduce a bias into

parameter estimates. particular y for Iigands with large DV’S. In the case of irreversibly binding

ligands it is generally not sufficient to rely on a graphical analysis alone since it is important to

separate tracer delivery (blood flow) from binding. However the graphical analysis can facilitate

the estimation of the impor&nt model parameters.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1. a. Simulated data - upper curve (TH) has a DV=45, lower curve (CB) DV=12. b.

Ratio of uptake TH/CB. c. Graphical analysis of data in a.

Figure 2: a. Both curves (simulated data) have the same DV but very different kinetics. The

model parameters are given. b. Graphical analysis of the data in (a) indicating a difference in

t*, the initial time at which the analysis becomes linear.

Figure 3. a.. PET study with [*lC]raclopride. The upper curve is an ROI from the basal ganglia

(13G)and the lower curve is a reference region from the cerebellum (CB). b. Graphical analysis

using CB as the reference region, ~z =. 16 tin- 1, DVR=3.52.

Figure 4. a.. PET study with [llC]methylphenidate – (BG) ( + ) and CB ( O). b. Graphical

—
analysis using a reference region kz =0.05 rein-l, DVR=2.59.

F@we 5. a. Regional uptake data from a PET study with [llC]L-deprenyl-D2, an irreversible

MAO B inibitor. b. Graphical analysis for irreversible ligands, Ki=O.12 tin -1.

Figure 6. The accepted model for enzyme inactivation and the 2 tissue compartment model

actually used for describing the binding of L’deprenyl.

Figure 7. Regional uptake for [1lC]L-deprenyl-H2 ( O) and [llC]L-deprenyl-D2 (+ ) in the

same individual. K1 is the same for both (K1(H2) = .41 rein-1, K] (D2)=.42 rnin-1) therefore the

difference is due to the trapping rate (k~) which is reduced in the D2 compoiund due to the

isotope effect. As a result the Ki for D2 is .12 and Ki for H2 is .29 rein-1. The sensitivity of the

D2 compound to changes in MAO B concentration is much greater than that of deprenyl-H2.

Figure 8. Data generated from the 2 tissue compartment model (DV=12) with K1=O.6, k2=0.2,

k3=0. 1, kd=0.033 (rein-l). The solid line represents the data without random noise (ROI(t)) and

14
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the symbols represent data generated with random noise ROIN(t)=ROI(f)+dev where

dev = (.5 – .XX)SC
r

ROI(t )
SC=l5 (scale factor), and xx is a pseudorandom number from O to 1.

At ‘

Lt is the scan length.

Figure 9. a. The distribution of DV determined using the graphical method from simulated data

with random noise (N=500). b. The distribution of DV’s determined by using the nonlinear

least squares method of fitting 4 parameters to the 2 tissue compartment model.

Figure 10. a. “Smoothed” data (solid diamonds) generated from a slightly modified version of..-
Feng’s GLS method for a 1 compartment model. The original data with random noise are

indicated by open diamonds. b. Distribution of DV’S from the “smoothed” data set
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Table headings

,

Tablel: A comparison of the ratio of compartment concentrations (specifically bound

compartment (C2) to the total (C 1+C2)) and the tissue to plasma ratio (which approaches

a constant value in the steady state) vs time for the data shown in Fig 1a (0).

Table 2. A comparison of the DV’S computed graphically (GR) and by the NLLSQ

methods for the ROI’S BG ( + )and CB ( O) (Fig 3a) for [1lC]raclopride. The DVR for

both GR and NLLSQ methods are compared with the DVR from a reference region (CB).
. . ..

Table 3. A comparison of the DV’S computed graphically (GR) and by the NLLSQ

methods for the ROI’S BG ( + )and CB ( O) (Fig 3a) for [1lC]d-threo-methylphenidate.

16

The DVR for both GR and NLLSQ methods are compared with the DVR from a

reference region (CB) using an average k2 ( ~z ). The variation of DVRREF with kz is also

shown.
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2 Tissue compartment irreversible model

k3 is a composite of processes in enzyme inactivation

Figure 6
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Table 1.

Time c2/(cl+C2) (cl+c2)/cp

35
45
55
65
75
85

105
115

.72

.726

.73

.75

.752

.756

.76

.76

52
58
64
71
77
83
87
91





DVG~ ‘VNLLSQ
13G 27.7 27.9
CB 10.2 10.04

DVRG~ 2.72
DVRmL~Q2.78
DVRW~ 2.59

Variation in DVR with kz

k2 DVR

“,*

I

.03 2.78
“True” k2 .04 2.70
Average k2 .05 2.59
Without k2 2.32


